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Federal Law No. (8) of 2011 on the Restructure of
State Audit Institution
We, Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the UAE
After perusal the Constitution,
Law No. (1) of 1972 on ministries competences and ministers’ authorities, as amended,
Federal Law No. (7) of 1976 on the establishment of State Audit Institution (“SAI”), as
amended,
Federal Law by Decree No. (4) of 2004 on the establishment and organization of the
Ministry of Presidential Affairs,
Federal Law by Decree No. (11) of 2008 on the human resources of the Federal
government,
And based on what was presented, the Cabinet approval and the ratification of the
Federal Supreme Council,
Have issued the following law:
Definitions
Article (1)

In the implementation of the provisions hereof, the following words have meanings
assigned to them respectively, except where the context otherwise requires:
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Chapter (1)

Definition of State Audit Institution
Article (2)

State Audit Institution (“SAI”) is the supreme audit institution of the UAE. It shall have a
public corporate entity and the financial and administrative independence and shall be
attached to the National Council.
SAI shall be responsible for detecting fraud and financial corruption and auditing the
public funds and other funds of the entities stated in article (4) herein. SAI shall particularly
verify the integrity and legality of managing such funds as stated in this law and the by-law
thereof. The headquarters of SAI shall be in Abu Dhabi, and by a resolution by President
of SAI, it shall be permissible to establish branches for SAI in any emirate of the member
emirates of the Union.
Article (3)

SAI shall be formed of President, Vice President and a sufficient number of technical and
administrative employees.
The by-law shall state the number of departments and sections constituting SAI, the
method of their organization and their competences as well as the organization of SAI
financial and administrative affairs. It shall also illustrate rules, policies and provisions
related to the human resources of SAI and the compliance with the provisions hereof.

The UAE:

The United Arab Emirates

National Council:

The Federal National Council

SAI:

The State Audit Institution

SAI President:

President of State Audit Institution

Auditees:

The entities stated in Article (4) hereof

Article (4)

The employee:

Every one occupying a permanent position at an auditee. In
respect of the disciplinary accountability, every one working at
those entities in any other capacity shall be considered the same.

SAI shall exercise its audit competencies over the following entities:

Audit:

All the works related to audit, review, check, evaluation,
inspection, investigation and analysis of the auditees’ accounts.

Technical employees at SAI:

SAI President, Vice President and employees assigned to
perform audits.  

Month:

Time unit of thirty days.

Year:

A calendar year.

Internal By-law:

The executive regulation hereof and the applicable by-laws
at SAI.
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Chapter (2)

SAI Competencies

1. Ministries and the Federal government entities.
2. The National Council.
3. The public corporations and authorities of the UAE.
4. The companies and the authorities in which the UAE or any public corporate person
has a capital share of not less than 25% or for which the UAE guarantees a minimum
profit or provides a financial subsidy.
5. Any entity whose audit is assigned to SAI by the Federal Supreme Council, President
of the UAE, the Cabinet or the Federal National Council.
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Article (5)

SAI shall exercise its audit competencies over the entities stated in the previous article
as follows:

First: Financial and Compliance Audit
1. Detecting fraud and financial corruption through auditing the funds of the auditees.
2. Ensuring that the revenues collection and the expenditures disbursement at all stages
are performed regularly and duly in accordance with the laws  and by-laws, the financial
and accounting regulations and systems.
3. Ensuring that the financial systems and operations applicable to the auditees, whether
manual or electronic, are based on a sound financial system in terms of registration,
recording and maintenance of books, records and financial statements and comply with
the financial policies and auditing and accounting standards.
4. Checking and reviewing the Human Resources resolutions to ensure their compliance
with the applicable laws, regulations and resolutions.
5. Checking contracts and agreements concluded by the auditees to ensure that they
were within the limits of the appropriations allocated in the budget and that the previous,
current or later procedures of concluding those contracts and agreements or the
procedures related to the implementation thereof are conforming with the effective
laws, regulations, systems and resolutions to achieve the UAE financial interest.
6. Auditing off budget accounts such as deposits, advances and current accounts to
ensure that the figures thereof have been recorded in the accounts and that they are
supported with legal documents.
7. Auditing the UAE investments and loans concluded by the public corporate persons in
order to ascertain:

12. Auditing the final general account of the UAE and the final financial accounts and
statements of the auditees. SAI may also examine any of the external auditors’ reports
and review all the documents supporting their reports including the contracts concluded
therewith and comment in that regard.
13. Carrying out an inventory of the money whatever its collection method was as well as
the stamps, the papers of value.

Second: Performance Audit
Performance audit shall be conducted by SAI for the auditees to ensure that those entities
have used their financial resources in the activities and duties assigned thereto with the
highest efficiency, effectively and economically.  

Third: IT Audit
SAI shall conduct IT audit for the auditees to ensure the level of information safety of the
IT infrastructure and the operational efficiency of the systems in achieving the intended
purposes. This includes:
1. Checking the systems, programs and IT applications.
2. Checking the database and the IT media and files.

b. That the loan and its interests are in accordance with the rules stated in this
regard.

3. Evaluating the level of data protection and confidentiality to ensure that it is fully and
correctly maintained and can be used electronically.

As for the loans concluded by the UAE, SAI audit shall be limited to what was
mentioned in clause (b) above.

4. Evaluating emergency plan.

9. Inspecting the warehouses, stores and the properties of the auditees, auditing their
books, registers and documents related thereto whether hardcopies or softcopies and
ensuring the soundness of annual inventories.
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11. Checking the processes of closing down, merging or separation of any of the auditees
to ensure the accuracy and soundness of the financial and legal status on the date
of performing those processes.

a. The soundness of the financial conditions stated in the loan contract, and

8. Auditing the funds of the auditees whether those funds are owned thereby, allocated
to commence the activities thereof or transferred thereto from any other entity.
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10. Auditing the Federal properties in terms of the soundness of registration, usage,
maintenance and benefit thereof according to the intended purposes to achieve the
public interest.

SAI shall, for the purpose of practicing its competencies as referred to herein, have the
right to check the systems, works and reports of the internal audit units at the auditees,
review and evaluate their reports and work methods and propose the appropriate
means to develop them in terms of building the technical abilities or proposing technical,
professional and legal tools regulating their work to ensure the optimal management and
use of public funds.
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Chapter (3)

Chapter (4)

Exercise of the Competencies

SAI Reports

Article (6)

Article (10)

SAI shall exercise  its competencies stated herein as it deems appropriate without being
subject to guidance by any entity. It may inspect the auditees autonomously or at the
request of the concerned entities. In practicing those competencies, SAI shall depend
on the international audit rules and standards including the standards issued by the
specialized audit organizations.

SAI shall develop the audit findings in the form of reports that include notes and requests
thereon and it shall inform the competent entities thereof as follows:

SAI audit shall be comprehensive or selective according to the rules stated in the work
plan drawn up thereby and which shall not be informed to the auditees.
Article (7)

SAI shall study and examine   the various financial and accounting laws, rules and
regulations and the method of the financial operations progress at the auditees in order
to ensure their soundness, determine the aspects of deficiency therein and propose the
means it deems necessary to rectify and improve them. This include the development
of the accounting standards and best practices, therefore funds management subject to
audit will be at the maximum level of soundness, efficiency and accuracy.
Article (8)

SAI may look into the required documents and information including information systems,
programs and databases and may request any data, information or notes deemed
necessary to perform the audit completely. It may also retain documents, records or
papers deemed necessary for audit until it is completed.  
Article (9)

The audits shall be conducted at the auditee headquarters in which the accounts,
records and the supporting documents are available or at SAI headquarters as decided
by President of SAI. The auditees must provide appropriate offices for SAI auditors to
perform their work.
SAI shall have the right to receive audit costs stated thereby from the auditees or other
entities as decided by President of SAI in this regard and without violating the law.
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1. Preliminary reports on the audit results where SAI shall inform the competent ministers
and the auditees thereof. The auditees must inform SAI about their responses to the
notes, meet SAI requirements and adopt the procedures required to avoid defects,
rectify mistakes and collect the amounts wasted, illegally disbursed, due amounts or the
collection was neglected within a month from notification date.
2. A final report on the findings resulting from reviewing the final draft account of the UAE
and the approval draft law. This report shall disclose the notes and differences between
SAI and the competent entity and it shall include SAI opinion on the real financial
position of the UAE and the results of evaluating the performance of the Federal entities
included in the UAE general budget. This report shall be sent to Ministry of Finance
(“MoF”) by no later than a month from the date of SAI’s receipt of the full final account
and a copy thereof shall be sent to the Cabinet and the National Council.
3. Final reports on audit results of budgets, drafts financial statements and final accounts
of the auditees. Those reports shall be informed to the entities to be considered by the
authority concerned with approving the financial statements and final accounts thirty
days prior to the specified date and they shall be informed to the Cabinet and the
Federal National Council.
4. A general annual report on the important findings and material comments resulting
from SAI audit shall be submitted to the UAE President and informed to the Cabinet and
the National Council.
5. Special reports on the significant subjects and issues which shall be urgently informed
to the responsible authorities as deemed necessary by President of SAI.
6. Any reports or studies requested from SAI by the UAE supreme authorities.
Some of these reports may, by a resolution of SAI  President, be published on SAI internet.      
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Article (11)

Article (16)

To prove the confidential expenditures, the competent minister shall only submit a signed
statement at the end of every year. This statement shall include details of the amounts
disbursed during such period from the appropriation of confidential expenditures allocated
in the budget for the ministry as well as a certificate stating that such amounts have been
disbursed within the determined appropriations limits and the intended objectives for
which those appropriations were allocated.

The auditees shall inform SAI about all incidents involving financial violations, the
evidences thereof and procedures adopted on that regard once those incidents occur. SAI
may, through its internet, receive reporting on embezzlement, negligence and financial
violations as stated by this law and its by-laws.  

Chapter (6)

Article (12)

SAI may, in performing its competencies stated herein, seek the assistance of experts,
technicians and consultants. President of SAI shall issue a resolution to determine their
remunerations and wages for each case separately.

Financial Violations and Employees Accountability
Article (17)

In the implantation of this Law, the following shall be considered a financial violation:
Article (13)

Should a dispute arise between SAI and any of the auditees regarding the conducted
audit, SAI shall refer the matter to the Cabinet for making a decision. The Cabinet decision
shall be applicable without violating SAI competencies and powers stated hereunder.

Chapter (5)

SAI Audit Requirements
Article (14)

Each auditee shall submit to SAI its financial statements and annual finaldraft  account
attached with the reports thereof. MoF shall provide SAI with the full final draft of the  
general account of the UAE including the detailed data thereof, MoF reports in that regard
and the approval draft law in accordance with the financial and accounting rules and
standards within adequate time before the dates constitutionally and legally specified
to approve those accounts whereby SAI can carry out the audit and prepare its reports
thereon timely.
Article (15)

All employees at the auditees shall be financially responsible for their actions related
to the funds subject to audit in accordance with the rules stated herein and its by-laws
and shall therefore be subject to SAI audit. As for ministers, SAI shall only hear to their
testimonies in respect of the financial violations attributed thereto. SAI shall submit a
report on the results of investigations to the entities concerned with referring them to
court. President of SAI shall submit this report to President of the UAE and it shall be
reported to the Cabinet and the National Council.
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1. The violation of financial rules and provisions stated in the Constitution, laws, rules and
regulations.
2. The violation of the UAE general budget provisions and the budgets of the auditees.
3. Every action, negligence or default esulting in illegal disbursement of funds subject
to audit, or loss of the financial rights of the UAE or of an auditee, prejudicing any of their
financial interests, causing damage to the funds or properties under audit or may directly
lead to that.
4. Embezzlement and seize of the funds subject to audit or breachof trust thereof.
5. The electronic crimes or those involving fraud and may cause damage to the funds
subject to audit.
6. The commitment to unnecessary expenditures not required by the public interest.
7. Non-providing SAI with the accounts and supporting documents thereof on the
determined times, or any required papers, documents or others for audit purposes.
8. Delay without justification in informing SAI within a maximum period of 15 days about
the sanctions imposed by the competent department in respect of the financial violations
informed by SAI or unacceptable delay to impose such sanctions them. Generally,
any action or delay that violates the provisions herein or hinders SAI from practicing its
competencies completely.
Article (18)

The employee, who delays in response, did not respond to SAI correspondences within
the legal time-limit or the response thereof included postponement, shall be referred to
investigation, provided that SAI must be notified about the sanction resolution issued
thereon.  
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Article (19)

Penalties

5. SAI shall file a litigation before the disciplinary board in the following cases:
a. Significant financial violations.
b. The penalty issued against the employee is inappropriate to the proved violation.

The employee who commits any of the financial violations stated in Articles (17) and (18)
herein shall be subject to one of the following disciplinary penalties:
1. Notice.
2. Warning.
3. Deducting half of the basic salary for a period of not more than thirty days at a time and
for sixty days during a year.
4. Suspension from work and payment of half of the total salary for a period of not more
than three months.
5. Suspension from work without the total salary for a period of not more than
six months.
6. Degrade the employee to the next lower grade.
7. Termination and reserving the right in the pension or end of service benefit.
Article (20)

SAI shall investigate in the financial violation. If the violation involves a criminal offence,
SAI shall refer it to the Federal Public Prosecution. The Federal Criminal Courts in the
Capital have jurisdiction to decide  the case thereon without prejudice to the disciplinary
responsibility.
The action taken in respect of SAI investigations regarding the financial violation shall be
under a resolution by President of SAI according to the following:
1. Dismiss the issue due to the insufficiency of evidence or other reasons estimated by
President of SAI.
2. Recommend the imposition of one of the penalties stated in clauses (3,2,1,4 and
5) of Article (19) herein. The competent minister or chairman of the administrative
entity shall implement SAI President’s recommendations and inform him of the
resolution issued regarding the employee and the executive resolutions taken by the
entity in respect of the financial violation within fifteen days from the date of notifying
the entity about the recommendations.
3. If SAI deems that the penalty imposed on the employee is not appropriate to the proved
financial violation, it shall request to withdraw the decision and refer the employee to the
disciplinary board.
4. The employee may complain against the issued decision according to clauses (1) and
(2) of this Article within sixty days from the date of his knowledge of the decision,
provided that SAI be notified of the decision issued regarding complaint.
10
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The disciplinary board formed in accordance with the provisions herein shall be considered
the only competent authority with respect to the violations referred thereto from SAI
whatever the entity to which the employee reports.
Article (21)

Trials of employees, of whatever grades or salaries, shall be undertaken by a disciplinary
board formed under a resolution by President of SAI and the chairmanship of a judge
selected by the Minister of Justice, a member of the technical employees at SAI assigned
by President of SAI and a member from the entity where the violation was committed as
this member shall be nominated by the competent minister or the President of that entity.
The disciplinary board may apply to the violators any of the disciplinary sanctions stated
herein.
Article (22)

President of SAI shall issue the referral resolution to the disciplinary court (disciplinary
board) together with the statement of incidents attributed to the employee and the violation
therein. The employee shall be notified in writing, provided that such notification includes
the session date and place.
The employee shall be considered as referred to the disciplinary court as of referral
resolution issuance date. The disciplinary board shall communicate the resolution issued
thereby to President of SAI and the entity where the employee works. The competent
minister or the chairman of the entity shall execute the disciplinary board decision issued
for imposing the disciplinary sanction within fifteen days from the date of being notified
thereof.
Article (23)

The disciplinary board decisions issued to impose the sanctions of unpaid suspension or
termination may be appealed before the Federal Supreme Council within thirty days from
the date of informing the employee of the sanction. The decision issued after appeal shall
be final.
Article (24)

The disciplinary case against financial violations shall lapse after five calendar years from
the date of the filing thereof.   
Such period shall be interrupted upon investigation, accusation or trial and it shall take
effect again as the date of the last procedure.
EN
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Chapter (7)

If there is more than one violator, the interruption period for one of them will result in the
interruption thereof for the others even if there are no conclusive actions taken against
them. In all cases, the case shall abateupon  the death of the accused.
Article (25)

The employee’s absence from work shall not hinder the pursuing of the procedures of
disciplinary questioning in respect of the financial violations he/she is accused of. If the
employee is referred for investigation, their resignation may only be accepted after the
issuance of a final decision thereon.

Auditing SAI (Peer Review)
Article (29)

Specialized experts from Supreme Audit Institutions members of an international
organization specialized in audit may, by a resolution by President of the Federal National
Council (FNC) based on a proposal by President of SAI, be assigned to evaluate SAI
works and the efficiency and effectiveness of its audit functions including the evaluation
of the strategic plan and audit theories. The internal regulations shall state the method of
selecting the experts and determining the duties and remunerations thereof.   

Article (26)

The employee shall be responsible for the financial violations even after termination of
their service for any reason. A disciplinary case may be filed there against before the
disciplinary board stated herein provided that the case has not terminated or prescribed
by the lapse of the time in accordance with the provisions hereof.

Article (30)

The payment of the pension or due benefit to the employee may, under a decision by the
disciplinary board, be held until the trial is completed.

An Audit Committee shall be formed at SAI and shall be entrusted with the supervision
and financial control in respect of corporate governance, risk management, internal
audit and accounts and financial statements audit at SAI. An external auditor shall be
appointed to audit the financial statements and final accounts of SAI. The above shall be
in accordance with SAI internal regulations and by-laws.

Article (27)

Article (31)

The penalties that may be imposed by the disciplinary board on resigned employees are:

SAI final account shall be ratified by President of SAI and approved by the Cabinet within
three months from the end of the financial year.

1. A penalty not less than a quarter of the basic salary received by the employee on their
end of service date and not more than the value thereof. Such penalty shall be taken by
deducting from the employee’s salary or benefit, if any, within the legal limits or
though the methods and procedures followed in collecting the public funds and dues.

Chapter (8)

2. Deprivation of not more than a quarter of the pension for a period of not more than
three months.
3. Decreasing the pension or the benefit to not more than the quarter from the date
of judgment.
Article (28)

SAI shall, for the purpose of investigating financial violations, may directly contact all the
employees whether or not they are still working with the auditees or the related entities
or with any person related to the issues of the investigation. SAI may have access to
any evidences, documents or records, whether hardcopies or softcopies, that it may find
necessary for the investigation.
It may also take all the actions necessary to investigate the financial violations, hear
and question the employees and to inform the Federal Public Prosecution to take the
necessary actions to safeguard the public money.
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SAI Staff
Article (32)

President of SAI shall be on the grade of a minister and shall be appointed by a Federal
Decree. He shall receive, in addition to the salary and allocations specified for the grade
of a minister, the allowances and benefits stated in this law and the internal regulations
thereof that are related to the nature and performance of technical control duties or
working on fulltime basis. In addition, he shall be treated as a minister in terms of salary
and accusations and trials system.
Article (33)

Before President of SAI assumes office, he shall take the following oath before President
of the UAE:

“I swear by Almighty God that I will be loyal to the United Arab Emirates,
respect its constitution and laws, protect the public funds, perform my
duties honestly and maintain the confidentiality of work.”
EN
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Article (34)

President of SAI shall undertake the technical, financial and administrative supervision of
SAI activities and staff including the development of strategic plans for all SAI activities.
He shall also be responsible for issuing the resolutions required to regulate and manage
SAI works and to develop relations with the related international organizations and the
Supreme Audit Institutions in accordance with the provisions of this law and the internal
regulations thereof without being subject to the audit of any entity.
Article (35)

President of SAI shall not assume any other public post. He shall not whether directly or
indirectly buy or lease properties of the government even through public auction or lease,
sell or barter any of his properties to the government. Moreover, he shall not participate
in commitments concluded by the UAE or public corporations and authorities nor shall
he gather between his jobs as the president and the membership of the board of any
company, corporation or authority.
Article (36)

The service of President of SAI shall end for one of the following reasons:
1. Resignation.
2. Inability to perform his job duties due to health reasons.
3. Entrusting him with another post under his approval.
4. Death.
5. Exemption from the position under a Federal Decree.
Article (37)

The Vice President shall be appointed by a Federal Decree upon a proposal  by President
of SAI and he shall substitute President if he is absent or the position thereof is vacant.
In case Vice President is absent or the position became vacant, an employee may, under
a resolution by President of SAI, be assigned to temporarily perform the duties thereof
until the return of the Vice President or the appointment of a new employee.
Article (38)

President of SAI may assign some of his competencies to the Vice President or one of
SAI senior officials.
Article (39)

SAI employees who are occupying permanent positions shall be entitled to an annual
bonus valued at three months basic salary for the technical employees and two months  
basic salary for the administrative employees, provided that the employee has worked for
SAI for at least five years. This bonus shall be paid at the end of each year as of the...
14
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...first calendar year of the validity of this law. The value of this bonus shall be increased
by 5% every five years with a maximum of 20%. The internal regulations shall state the
conditions and the way of paying such bonus.  
Article (40)

Except for the positions stated in Articles (32) and (37), the appointment for SAI positions
shall be under a resolution by President.
Article (41)

SAI employees shall adhere to the professional conduct standards issued by the
international organizations specialized in audit and shall perform their works honestly,
professionally and independently in accordance with what was stated in this law and the
internal regulations thereof. They also shall not:
1. Combine their jobs with any other job.
2. Combine theirs jobs with the membership of the board of any authorities, corporations,
companies and other auditees.
3. Participate in the committees or perform any works at the auditees or other entities
whether paid or unpaid unless a prior permission from President of SAI is obtained.
4. Disclose to others any information, data, documents or papers which they posses for
the purpose of doing their jobs or practicing their audit competencies. They may only
circulate, copy or distribute them, whether in softcopies or hardcopies, for the purpose
of doing their job or under a prior permission from President of SAI.
5. Work with the entity subject to audit unless one year has elapsed from their end of
service.
6. Accept gifts and bribes.
7. Disclose any information or data related to SAI work and employees or to the auditees
including the files and documents of audit plans, the theories and methods of audit and
the applicable policies and by-laws.
Anyone who deliberately discloses data or information in violation of the provisions stated
in this law or the internal regulations thereof shall be penalized by imprisonment and
payment of a penalty not less than AED 5,000 or by one of these two penalties.
Article (42)

President of SAI shall issue an ID card to the technical employees at SAI, provided that
such card includes, in addition to employee’s name and position, a personal photo and
shall be signed by the employee and President. The card shall be considered as an
authorization to the auditor to carry their audit work at the auditees. SAI employees shall
present this card to verify their ID at those entities.
The card is the property of SAI and shall expire upon the employee end of service or its
invalidation under a resolution by President of SAI.
EN
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Chapter (9)

The Financial Affairs of SAI
Article (43)

SAI shall have an independent budget. President of SAI shall develop the draft budget
in agreement with President of FNC who shall duly send it to the Minister of Finance and
shall include the total estimated appropriations in the draft budget as received thereby in
one figure in the UAE General Budget.
President of SAI shall have all the authorities required regarding the management and
usage of SAI budget including appropriations distribution and revenues allocation as
well as controlling the implementation thereof and the transfers between its programs,
chapters and items in accordance with the financial systems and rules applicable at
SAI without being subject to the audit of the Cabinet, the Ministry of Finance or any
other entity.
President of SAI may request an additional appropriation estimated in agreement with
President of FNC who shall send it to the Minister of Finance to be submitted thereby to
the Cabinet as it was received from FNC.

Article (48)

The by-laws of SAI shall be issued under a resolution by President of SAI and shall
particularly include the organization of all the issues referred thereto under the provisions
hereof. The regulations shall also regulate all other issues required for the enforcement of
this law and organizing the work at SAI.
Article (49)

SAI shall be authorized to interpret the provisions of this law and the internal regulations
thereof. Amendments to the provisions hereof may only be proposed upon a request by
President of FNC or President of SAI.
Article (50)

All the organizational acts and procedures taken by President of SAI prior to the issuance
of this law shall be approved.
Article (51)

Article (44)

This Law shall replace Federal Law No. (7) of 1976 on the establishment of SAI, as
amended. This law shall also nullify any provision/s in conflict or contradiction with the
provisions of this law or any rules, regulations and resolutions issued hereunder.

The funds of SAI shall be considered as public funds and SAI shall be exempted from all
public and Federal taxes and fees.

Article (52)

This Law shall be published in the Official Gazette and shall be applicable as of its
issuance date.

Chapter (10)

Concluding Provisions
Article (45)

The judicial authorities may ask for assistance of one of SAI technical employees to
ask their technical opinion in the issues related to the investigations done thereby.
This may be in the form of verbal inquiries or written reports with a prior approval by
President of SAI.

Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan
President of the UAE
(Signed)

Article (46)

President of FNC may invite President of SAI to attend its sessions during which the
reports of SAI are discussed. President of SAI may express his opinion in the discussed
issues and in the answers or data related thereto and presented by the government.  
Article (47)

President of SAI shall notify President of FNC before availing his annual leave.   
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